Characterization of the selectivity of a phenytoin imprinted polymer.
The selectivity of analytical methods based on molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) is due to the preferential adsorption of the analyte(s) as compared to other substances (interferences). This paper shows the theoretical and practical difficulties, which have to be considered and solved when real samples need to be analysed in a wide range of analyte and interferant concentrations. It is shown that the estimation of interference effects requires either many measurements or a realistic model of the adsorption equilibrium in mixed solutions of the analyte and the interferences. Examples are shown for positive (cooperative) interference effects, for better experimental design and interpretation of binary isotherm measurements and for establishing the chemical model of interference from selectivity measurements. The usual MIP model consisting of a cavity, which closely fits the shape of the template from all sides, appears unsuitable for this MIP, and it is replaced with a more realistic, more open model. The applicability of the results to using non-imprinted polymers as selective sorbents and to screening drug candidates is also shown.